Antimony-Functionalized Phosphine-Based Photopolymer Networks.
The synthesis of phosphane-ene photopolymer networks, where the networks are composed of crosslinked tertiary alkyl phosphines are reported. Taking advantage of the rich coordination chemistry of alkyl phosphines, stibino-phosphonium and stibino-bis(phosphonium) functionalized polymer networks could be generated. Small-molecule stibino-phosphonium and stibino-bis(phosphonium) compounds have been well characterized previously and were used as models for spectroscopic comparison to the macromolecular analogues by NMR and XANES spectroscopy. This work reveals that the physical and electronic properties of the materials can be tuned depending on the type of coordination environment. These materials can be used as ceramic precursors, where the Sb-functionalized polymers influence the composition of the resulting ceramic.